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SUMMARY. The paper sets out from a few basic observations (biblio-
graphic information is still mostly part of the ‘hidden Web,’ library au-
tomation methods still have a low WWW-transparency, and take-up of
FRBR has been rather slow) and continues taking a closer look at Se-
mantic Web technology components. This results in a proposal for im-
plementing FRBR as RDF-Schema and of RDF-based library catalogues
built on such an approach. The contribution concludes with a discussion
of selected strategic benefits resulting from such an approach. [Article
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CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION:
WAYS OUT OF THE GOLDEN CAGE . . .
The following contribution was initially motivated by four observations,
some of which I dealt with in more detail in an earlier publication (Gradmann
2003) and which originally led me to suggesting Semantic Web technology
and the conceptual framework of FRBR as two promising areas for making li-
brarian and generic WWW information services converge or even prepare
some sort of integration scenario.
The first of the initial observations that motivate a closer simultaneous look
at FRBR and Semantic Web technology is the fact that bibliographic informa-
tion originated by libraries still largely remains buried within the ‘hidden
Web’–and that, as long as different layers of information remain blended in
bibliographic records, the non-librarian world probably is better off without
these thousands of identical bibliographic records pointing simply to different
items or manifestations and thus ‘polluting’ search engine results with mas-
sive amounts of redundant information.1
However–and as a result of this–born-digital resources, once they are inte-
grated in library catalogues as part of hybrid library settings, needlessly risk
sharing the fate of printed resources and thus of being buried in the ‘deep Web’
with the rest of bibliographic records.
The second observation (closely related to the first one) is that some aspects
of librarian data models together with their technical implementation in most
library automation systems have very little potential for WWW-transparency,
and this specifically applies to complex entities involving record-linking tech-
niques such as multi-volume and/or continuous publications. This probably is
mostly an implementation issue, since heavily linked information structures
are a common thing in the WWW–but the way most library automation envi-
ronments implement these linking structures internally is rather tedious to
translate to generic linking concepts in the WWW. This observation probably
is valid in a more general sense regarding most library automation applica-
tions and the data architecture underlying these, which strangle libraries, cre-
ating a structural lack of technical flexibility that adds a lot to the paralyzing
potential of the quantitative aspects observed later in this article.
The third observation is that the sheer amount of data that would probably
present major problems when migrating to more generic technical environ-
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ments prevents most librarians from seriously considering technical and func-
tional alternatives to the current situation. This has led to a rather ridiculous
situation (at least speaking from a German context), where relatively insignifi-
cant alternatives–such as the potential use of AACR instead of our German
RAK-rules–are fervently discussed instead of seriously considering structural
alternatives.
These three observations may explain, to some degree at least, why librar-
ies until now have been so reluctant to seriously consider FRBR as a basis for
new librarian information architectures–yet still, I believe that they are not
sufficient to explain the relatively slow take-up of FRBR (even though the first
brave early adopters are now starting to enter the playing field).
I suppose that, as a fourth observation, there is another hidden and mostly
even pre-conscious reflection creating a major and mostly unrecognized bar-
rier for FRBR adoption: the awareness that it is vain to attempt to implement
FRBR in the context of existing catalogue data and applications (even though
FRBR was conceived with a very traditional entity-relationship model in
mind!) without using standard Internet technology at the same time, and thus,
just creating another–just slightly more futuristic–librarian ivory tower.
On the other hand, patrons need to use such catalogue data (although OPAC
use may tend to decrease) and they need stable, running operations: almost no
chance, thus, to suspend operations in order to create a new fundament.
Librarian, thus, may start feeling more than slightly uneasy in their digital
librarian cage but are not sure which direction to take–and at the same time the
WWW continues to ignore librarian services and instead keeps inventing
functional models, and all too often bypasses library services.
However, a whole wealth of information (mainly controlled vocabulary ap-
plied to information objects) is buried in library catalogues, and could be very
beneficial in the tedious business of building ontology resources. This led me
to consider, in the earlier article already mentioned, that:
Semantic Web technology [. . .] and methods based on Semantic Web
ontologies more specifically are likely to make new and productive use
of the fine-grained semantic metadata which libraries traditionally have
been producing. These could be used for enhancing the taxonomies of
Semantic Web ontologies. Assertions based on the use of classifications
and indexing schemes could easily be transposed into taxonomy ele-
ments that in turn greatly broaden the basis inference rules can be ap-
plied to. This results in a much richer taxonomic base for ontological
operations and could well generate an ongoing process of library work
being fed into Semantic Web ontologies. (Gradmann 2003, 38-39)
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And, in the same article, I proposed having a closer look at FRBR as a
means to overcome the structural incompatibilities that are the fundamental
barrier to cross when attempting to free librarian bibliographic data from its
golden catalogue-cage and make it systematically available on the WWW.
However, by that time I suggested a simultaneous look at both areas with-
out actually blending both aspects: FRBR and Semantic Web technology then
seemed equally interesting but essentially distinct domains in which librarian
and WWW information services could be made to interact productively within
innovative paradigms of information modelling.
The invitation to write a contribution for this volume suggesting I should
take up some arguments from my earlier work made me think again: in this
contribution I, therefore, am going to propose a much more integrated per-
spective on FRBR and Semantic Web technology, but before doing so, it may
be appropriate to explain–at least tentatively–what ‘Semantic Web Technol-
ogy’ is all about!
. . . INTO THE SEMANTIC WEB
Some have it that the ‘Semantic Web’ is impossible to define in simple
terms, because beneath the ever-changing semantics of this buzzword linger
the old dreams and illusions of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that are simply
given a new disguise.
While there is some truth in this assertion (and introductions such as the ex-
cellent volume by Davies et al. (2003) certainly do not deny it), Semantic Web
technology seems to have learned some lessons from the rise and (temporary)
decline of AI in that it combines the visionary attitude and goals of AI (which
all too often have been close to a true hype) with the robust pragmatism that is
at the very roots of the WWW.
A useful definition of ‘Semantic Web’ is given in (Palmer 2001):
The Semantic Web is a mesh of information linked up in such a way as to
be easily processable by machines, on a global scale. You can think of it
as being an efficient way of representing data on the World Wide Web,
or as a globally linked database.
The Semantic Web can thus be thought of as a technological infrastructure
on top of the http transport layer, which implements syntactical constructs in
such a way as to enable operations on the semantics of WWW-resources. This
infrastructure is clearly layered as illustrated by the very inventor of the term,
Tim Berners-Lee (Berners-Lee 2000) (see Figure 1).
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Thus, the picture behind both the architecture and the development se-
quence proposed by Berners-Lee for building such an infrastructure is a lay-
ered approach with each layer acting as a fundament for the following one.
The two most fundamental layers of identification/encoding and of XML/
XMLschema today are increasingly stable, with standards endorsed by W3C
and more and more operational applications being available.
The next two layers create the actual basis for scientific activity on the
WWW truly using WWW technology and not just simply using the Web as a
transport layer for traditional information objects: the two layers of RDF/
rdfschema-based syntactic modelling and of ontology vocabulary building
currently are the ones that receive the most attention in terms of development
activity–and we will return to them since they also have tremendous potential
concerning the main topic of the present contribution.
The top layers of ‘logic,’ ‘proof,’ and ‘trust’ remain very abstract and aca-
demic for the time being and probably will only be tackled seriously and mas-
sively once a stable basis is established, made up of sufficiently comprehensive
rdfschema syntactic constructs and sufficiently rich ontologies.
Coming back to the RDF and ontology levels, I am now quoting from
Davies et al. (2003) (which is a good in-depth introduction to this specific
area!) in order to first give a clearer idea of what RDF actually is:
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FIGURE 1. Tim Berners-Lee’s Vision of the Semantic Web
The resource description framework (RDF) is a recent W3C recommen-
dation designed to standardize the definition and use of meta-data de-
scriptions of web-based resources. However, RDF is equally well suited
to representing data.
The basic building block in RDF is an object-attribute-value tri-
ple, commonly written as A(O,V). That is, an object O has an attribute A
with value V. (Davies et al. 2003, 13)
Palmer (2001) gives a more concrete idea of what this actually means:
A triple can simply be described as three URIs. A language which uti-
lises three URIs in such a way is called RDF [. . .].
Once information is in RDF form, it becomes easy to process it,
since RDF is a generic format, which already has many parsers. [. . .]
Let’s take a quick look at an example of XML RDF right now:
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/0.1/foaf/" >
<rdf:Description rdf:about="">
<dc:creator rdf:parseType="Resource">
<foaf:name>Sean B. Palmer</foaf:name>
</dc:creator>
<dc:title>The Semantic Web: An Introduction</dc:title>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
This piece of RDF basically says that this article has the title
“The Semantic Web: An Introduction,” and was written by someone
whose name is “Sean B. Palmer.” Here are the triples that this RDF pro-
duces:
<> <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator> _:x0 .
this <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title> "The Semantic Web: An
Introduction" .
_:x0 <http://xmlns.com/0.1/foaf/name> "Sean B. Palmer" .
RDF schema, in turn, is built on top of RDF and
. . . takes a step further into a richer representation formalism and intro-
duces basic ontological modelling primitives into the Web. With RDFS,
we can talk about classes, subclasses, subproperties, domain and range
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descriptions of properties, and so forth in a Web-based context. (Davies
et al. 2003, 14-15)
And a further extension of this formalization method, DAML+OIL delivers
yet more in-depth properties and classes as well as–most importantly–some
simple terms for creating inferences.2 In the meantime, DAML+OIL has de-
veloped into OWL, the Web Ontology Language, which has been an official
W3C recommendation since February 2004.3
RDFS and DAML+OIL/OWL, in turn, are the fundamental tools for build-
ing Semantic Web ontologies.4 A sufficiently precise definition of an ontol-
ogy in the AI-Semantic Web use of the term is the following one:
A specification of a representational vocabulary for a shared domain of
discourse–definitions of classes, relations, functions, and other ob-
jects–is called an ontology. (Gruber 1993)
And probably, from a librarian perspective, ontologies are the first thing that
comes to one’s mind when thinking about possible fields of convergence. In-
tuitively one might feel that there is a lot of similarity comparing Semantic
Web ontologies and librarian thesauri or other techniques of controlled vocab-
ulary and classification.
But even though there is some truth in such an assertion (but which would
have to be discussed at length in order to avoid misunderstandings based on
over-simplification!), this will not be the main direction to follow when now
making a more radical proposal for further blending Semantic Web and librar-
ian information methodology and technology.
HOW TO GET THERE: A PROPOSAL!
The proposal I actually wish to make seems somewhat in the air: both the
Medlane-XOBIS project5 and LibDB6 already aim at combining librarian data
structures and XML-based technology. And the developer of LibDB, one of
the few platforms that are largely inspired by FRBR concepts, even mentions
the prospect of “going ‘all RDF’” at some point in the introduction to the
LibDB database schema (Iff 2003)–still, to my knowledge, no one to date has
actually taken up the original suggestion T. Berners-Lee made in the presenta-
tion quoted earlier, the last slide of which is devoted to the “Killer App for the
Sweb.” Not surprisingly, the first item listed there as an early adopters’ com-
munity are ontology implementors. However, the second item on the list is a
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surprise to quite some extent: “Catalogs on the Web” is suggested there as the
second potential killer application for Semantic Web technology–and the pro-
posal I wish to make is to take up this suggestion.
The proposal is to rethink the technical platforms for librarian metadata im-
plementation in terms of Semantic Web technology and to do so using FRBR
as a kind of pivot concept. In that sense, the proposal is not to view FRBR as a
kind of ontology to be expressed in RDF, but rather to consider it a kind of spe-
cific meta-ontology in the field of librarian information objects, which would
have to be expressed using RDFschema (or OWL) as a consequence and
which, in turn, would be a suitable basis for catalogue implementation using
RDF.7
The following RDF fragment8 outlines the kinds of classes and properties
that would have to be modelled in such an approach in order to model FRBR
group 1 entities with some selected attributes:
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY a 'file:/F:/apps/Kaon/ontologies/frbr#'>
<!ENTITY kaon 'http://kaon.semanticweb.org/2001/11/kaon-lexical#'>
<!ENTITY rdf 'http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'>
<!ENTITY rdfs 'http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#'>]>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="work">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">work</rdfs:label>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="expression">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">expression</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#work"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="manifestation">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">manifestation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#expression"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="item">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">item</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="language">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">language</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#expression"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="title">
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<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">title</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#work"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#expression"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#expression"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="edition">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">edition</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#manifestation"/>
</rdf:Property>
</rdf:RDF>
And a graph visualizing a more complete model covering all three entity
groups might look as on Figure 2.
These examples are by no means proposed as first steps of the serious work
to be done–they should simply illustrate the kind of work that would have to
be done if such a proposal was adopted.
Expressing FRBR in an RDFS model would then allow for implementing
catalogues using RDF and for integrating Semantic Web ontologies in such a
framework in various fields.
I will not work out this proposal in detail here but simply wish to conclude
pointing out some of the enormous benefits that could result from such an ap-
proach.
. . . AND THE BENEFITS OF DOING SO
In briefly discussing the benefits of the proposed approach I will not list
these exhaustively but rather concentrate on a few prominent examples.
A. Most evidently, an rdfs:frbr based implementation model for cata-
logues on the Web would effectively solve the problem of catalogue
records being buried in the ‘hidden Web’ and would make all objects,
instances, attributes, and relations of information objects modelled in
catalogues WWW-transparent.
B. In doing so, and intelligently making use of the FRBR layer-model, it
would achieve this goal of WWW transparency without automatically
drowning the Internet with heavily redundant cataloguing elements,
since, on such a basis, layered integration scenarios can be conceived,
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exposing (for instance) only ‘work’ (and maybe ‘expression’) ele-
ments to the WWW, while offering links for anyone who would wish
to drill further down to the manifestation/item levels.
C. Inference-based functional models could then be built on this techni-
cal basis, generating completely new services for metadata retrieval
and also simplifying and automating much of routine cataloguing
and indexing work. Generating–for instance–proposals for classifica-
tion attributes using inference rules may well help a lot in everyday li-
brary work. A rule such as, “If a work by a given author has a given
classification element associated to it and if the publication years of
another work by an author with the same name are adjacent, the same
classification element is likely to apply to this item,” would probably
yield useful and time-sparing classification proposals for newly cata-
logued items. There are almost no limits for imagination in this re-
spect!
D. More generally, an rdfs:frbr-based methodology is likely to create
more systematic junction scenarios between instances as conceived by
libraries and as modelled in current or future information architectures
in the WWW, and would avoid libraries and the wealth of information
they have to offer being wrapped away again in their cataloguing
golden cage.
E. As already mentioned above, such integrated architectures would al-
low for integrating Semantic Web ontologies as successors of librar-
ian models for terminology management and classification in librarian
information environments. At the same time, the ontology community
has a lot to gain in return from such an approach, as I already pointed
out in the passage from my earlier contribution which is quoted in the
first part of this paper.
F. Thus–as a side effect!–such an integrated approach would also create
grounds for an integrated, WWW-transparent global model for librar-
ian metadata successfully transgressing the divide which separates
formal and subject metadata.
G. And finally: an rdfs:frbr-based implementation methodology for cata-
logues that are still the heart of every library automation system could
substantially raise the level of platform- and vendor-independency in
the library software market, which still suffers from all too many pro-
prietary and vendor-dependent technologies which restrict the choice
of librarians and as a niche market can offer only relatively expensive
solutions.
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This list of benefits is selective. Still, it should be sufficiently convincing to
make librarians and technicians adopt this proposal and work together to actu-
ally implement it.
A heavy and complex agenda will certainly result from actually tackling
such a task, but the effort is well invested! I suggest that IFLA and other bodies
quickly investigate ways of setting up such an agenda for specification and im-
plementation of rdfs:frbr, and try to do so joining forces with W3C and other
relevant communities right from the start!
NOTES
1. More on this issue in Gradmann (2003).
2. More details on DAML+OIL to be found in Davies et al. (2003); a useful intro-
duction is the “DAML+OIL walkthru” at <http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil-
walkthru>.
3. More on OWL at <http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/>.
4. And I will not go into the Byzantine discussions around the actual foundations of
this term which certainly could have been better chosen in order to avoid the massive
fuzz and misunderstandings generated by the word ‘ontology.’
5. More at <http://laneweb.stanford.edu:2380/wiki/medlane/schema>.
6. More at <http://www.disobey.com/noos/LibDB/>.
7. The author is aware of the fact that the relation between RDF, relational database
technology, and the possible use of XML-databases in this context remains to be clari-
fied!
8. The examples given here were generated using the KAON tool suite available at
<http://kaon.semanticweb.org/>.
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